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Disclaimers

• I’m an economist, not an epidemiologist.
• My goal is not to say experts are “wrong” or discredit the public 

health field. Every issue I touch on is a live debate with experts on 
both sides.
• Instead — use the benefit of hindsight to look back and try to find 

general cognitive patterns and incentives which help explain why 
aspects of our response were insufficient.
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Why Did Things go Wrong?

1. Base Rate Neglect
2. Failure to Balance Risks
3. Over-emphasis on Peltzman Risk
4. Blank Slate Frequentism
5. Jawboning the public
6. Sticking to Guidance after Facts Change
7. Individual v. Population Health
8. Implications for Institutions



The Prosecutor’s Fallacy

• R v T (EWCA Crim 2439):
• Suspected murderer (“T”) had pair of Nike trainers which matched shoeprint 
• What are the odds of this?
• Frequentist calculation (judgement of initial arrest):
• (relative frequency of pattern) x (relative frequency of size) x (relative amount of 

wear) x (relative amount of damage)
• = 5 x 10 x 2 x <1 = 1/100 odds

• But Bayes’ Theorem:
• P(E|I): chance that evidence is damning though individual is innocent (false positive)
• P(I|E): chance of innocence despite evidence
• P(I|E) = P(E|I) x P(I)/P(E) 

• Need to know “base rate” — how often is evidence found?
• In this example — underlying rate of Nike trainer purchases is common, 

case thrown out in appeal.



1. The Base Rate Fallacy

• Not clear that AZ associated 
blood clots exceed base rate in 
population
• At worst may reflect “bad batch”

• Yet many European countries 
halted vaccination

• ”Bonferroni Correction” —
many symptoms under 
surveillance 

• And even *if* they did; have to 
balance against risk of COVID



Reasons for EU Vaccine Slow Rollout

1. Europeans are globally 
vaccine-skeptical. If 
they have base rate 
fallacy; democratic 
leaders may follow.

2. Leaders themselves
may also be biased.

3. Something about EU-
wide incentives 



2. Failure to Balance Risk

• Europe negotiated heavily with pharma companies to mitigate 
privacy, liability waivers, negotiate for better prices
• Israel did not — vaccination first

• World’s simplest cost-benefit calculation: 
savings billions on drug negotiations << trillions from reopened 

economy



Precautionary Principle



Difficulty of Grasping Exponential Spread



3. Peltzman Risk!

• “The NHTSA had volunteers drive a test track in cars with automatic 
lane departure correction, and then interviewed the drivers for their 
impressions…
After [subject] praised the ability of the car to self-correct when she 
drifted from her lane, she noted that she would love to have this 
feature in her own car. Then, after a night of drinking in the city, she 
would not have to sleep at a friend’s house before returning to her 
rural home.
• Peltzman risk surely has some effect.
• But the general presumption should be that it is second order —

should not be used to negate safety improvements



Bankshot Peltzman Risk: Lyme Disease

• 30,000 reported Lyme disease cases/year (maybe 300k total) in US
• FDA-approved vaccine in 1998: reduced adult infections adults 80%

• Moderate and transient side effects in trials
• Media reports of side effects such as arthritis
• Class action lawsuit of 121 individuals reporting side-effects
• Base rate: same rate of arthritis for vaccinated and non-vaccinated
• GlaxoSmithKline pulled drug, though FDA panel did not, due to poor sales
• “The effects of vaccination on human behaviour presented yet another important 

uncertainty. Lyme vaccination, although it provides incomplete protection, may 
make individuals less likely to limit their exposure to ticks, which might actually 
increase their risk of Lyme and other tick-borne diseases (e.g. ehrlichiosis, 
babesiosis and Rocky Mountain spotted fever).”



Peltzman Risk: Testing

UNC health experts said they have the capacity to do [mass testing], but it wouldn’t be 
productive and has drawbacks.
The virus has a 4-day incubation period, so a person could test negative today, but then 
test positive tomorrow and that could make things worse, said Dr. David Weber, medical 
director of UNC Hospitals’ Departments of hospital epidemiology.
“Sometimes it gives people a false assurance of ‘I’m negative so don’t have to follow 
physical distancing or masking or other protective mechanisms’ ” Weber said.
Dr. Erica Pettigrew, medical director of the Orange County Health Department and the 
medical director of occupational Health at UNC Health Care, said the “testing everyone” 
strategy has given rise to some issues in hospitals.
“As we do more and more testing of patients, we see that people may get a little bit more 
lax in their PPE, in their masking or symptom monitoring,” Pettigrew said.”



False Sense of Security Used to Downplay Testing





Okay, but why was masking never 
recommended, even before COVID?



Historical State of Masking Evidence



Differing Methods of Integrating Evidence

• Always be Integrating Over Your 
Loss Function (ABIYLFOYP)

• Frequentist Analysis: Pick 
(arbitrarily) your prior, only 
change your view if there is 
sufficient evidence (ideally “gold 
standard” RCT) 



Perils of Underpowered Analysis

• The standard medical toolkit — stick with the prior until given strong 
evidence otherwise — probably works well in standard conditions
• Current evidence base (ie prior) reasonably strong
• Most new treatments are probably not worth it

• It fails badly in low-powered contexts when there is poor evidence in 
either direction, and you need to make a decision anyway.
• It misses evidence from theory (ie particulate evidence on masks)
• Also misses the cost of intervention (low in case of masks)
• Highlights importance of what null hypothesis is



Do Vaccines Lower Transmission?

In absence of evidence on vaccines lowering 
transmission, what do you default to?

Many people: we *don’t know* so should 
default to assuming *zero* transmission 
benefits

Others: most vaccines lower transmission as 
well, so this one probably does too



First Doses First?



4. Blank Slate Frequentism

• In ordinary situations — slow accretion of evidence base can be fine.
• In pandemic: need to take extraordinary steps and decide on an action in

either direction.
• Frequentist approach places high burden of proof on new actions:

• Masking
• Rapid/mass testing
• Rely on vaccines to reduce transmission
• First Dose Only

• In all cases — many people are reluctant to extrapolate at all from what 
trial data demonstrate; even what that commits them to beliefs 
unsupported by data
• In low powered contexts: no reason to privilege the null hypothesis



5. Jawboning the Public



6. Sticking to Guidance After Facts Change



Travel Restrictions with COVID



Slow to Change Guidance

• Travel restrictions appear quite successful in preventing spread of the 
disease overall and new variants (New Zealand, Australia); can be 
paired with ”quarantine hotels” or test on entry policies (Hawaii)
• Part of this is an “island” effect

• Cost of imposing these restrictions is easier for islands
• UK?

• Broader point is that new diseases call for rethinking why guidance 
rules are in place; and status quo bias can entrench these rules.



7. Individual v. Population Health



Limited Adoption of Mass Asymptomatic Testing



Mass testing in UK



Underlying Bureaucratic Problem

• Bureaucracies lack equity-aligned incentives. Instead, most commonly
enter the news only when their actions *cause harm.*
• As a result, lack upside exposure to results from actions
• Bear full brunt of consequences of actions

• Generates “precautionary principle” of strong inaction bias
• Status quo rule bias, rather than using discretion, “common sense” or 

reacting to weak evidence in low-powered contexts
• Skews risk/return framework for reacting to pandemic:

• We stick with flawed rules (surface cleaning, etc.) leftover from before
• Compare Asian countries, which had more recent disease experiences (SARS, etc)
• Fail to adapt new rules (speedy vaccine approval, mass testing, masks) absent 

extremely strong evidence



Bureaucratic Inaction



Grading the UK

• After an initially weak start (“herd immunity” approach), a difficult 
variant mix, and possibly not helpful policies (Eat Out to Help out), UK 
has done surprisingly well as a bureaucracy:
• Speedy AZ approval
• First Doses First
• Rolling out Mass Testing

• Possible that democratic accountability provides incentives for action 
to counter bureaucratic inaction
• Worry — this requires public to recognize and reward political actions. If 

public is also biased; may compound to political biases (ie, EMA supports AZ; 
democratic governments do not).


